Stardock Releases Major Version Update for Fences
A new feature and several community requested
improvements are in this update
Plymouth, MI - July 22, 2021 - Stardock released a major update to Fences, its popular
Windows desktop organization software, today. Fences creates a one-of-a-kind experience for
users by automatically organizing their Windows desktop shortcuts and icons in shaded areas,
offering a clutter-free workspace for creating.
Fences tucks files and folders away in plain sight with designated portals while also providing
the functionality of pulling specific content onto the creative workspace. Based on preference
rules, users can customize how icons are viewed and where files originate from.
The 3.1 version update for Fences adds a new feature: Target Based Rules. Using this option,
users can access something like a Steam link, or any other .lnk, .url, or .website files right within
their fences. In addition, v3.1 improves startup times and disables icon move animations, plus
makes several other improvements based on user feedback. This includes eliminating folder
portal ‘flickers’ and incorrect sorting of icons outside of the fences on the desktop. v3.1 also
improves the way icons and fences work on multi-monitor setups.
Users have several options for customizing fences. The “portals” feature allows users to create a
desktop portal from any folder, which automatically populates the folders’ contents into an easy-tofind Fence. Quick access to a commonly used folder without having to open Windows explorer is just
one of many things that makes Fences ideal for organization and easy to use.
Users can create “pages” on their desktop, accessed with a simple right or left swipe. Choose which
Fences remain on each individual page and find them easily when switching between tasks. For
people who use their PCs for dozens of different assignments and activities, the “pages” feature
allows for easy organization and a seamless flow from task to task.
Fences is available through Stardock or on Steam. It is also part of the Object Desktop suite,
which contains over a dozen apps for complete Windows PC customization. For more
information, visit the forums.
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